Shell model alpha decay theory has over the years enjoyed considerable success in calculations of relative transition probabilities. However, there has been some uncertainty as to whether the theory, even using the best configuration mixed wave f'unctiqns, could satisfactorily explain absolute rates.
In the usual theory a channel radius R is chosen and the shell 0 model wave function of' the parent nucleus is projected on the product of' the daughter nucleus and alpha particle wave functions. The resulting projection amplitude G(R ) is regarded as the alpha wave function boundary 0 .
condition for propagation outward through a barrier derived from Coulomb and nuclear. optical model potential~.
The absolute rate agreement has remained uncertain largely because of the great sensitivity of the penetrability to the optical potential defining the barrier. Furthermore to make alpha cluster projection practicable it has been necessary to use harmonic oscillator nucleon wave functions, and the Gaussian-like tails of such wave functions are known not to be a valid approximation in the tail region. In spite of these uncertainties it seems that simple shell model theory falls short by at least an order of magnitude on absolute rates.
It was ozily recently that a careful re--examination 1 ' 2 ) focussed on the proble_ms connected with the antisymrnetrization of the product wave function of' the alpha particle and the daughter nucleus. This antisymmetrization was usually taken into account in the shell model theory of' alpha decay 3 ). 
This means we introduce the inverse square root of the operator
The wave function of the alpha particle is then given by (2. 5) It is this wave function which enters instead of G into the calculation
The conventional theory used G in this formula. The details of the derivation of (2.6) may be found elsewhere 2 ). For the evaluation we need an alpha-
-4 -and, more importantly, for the penetrability P. The decay constant/\ is then (2. 8) This result is still channel-radius dependent. We will also use the channel-radius-independent. formulation (2. 9) using a spectroscopic factor and a single-particle decey constant 
Channel radius
The expressions (2.6) and (2.8) are still channel radius dependent~ In a previous work we showed that we have to take a channel radius at the nuclear surface where GN (or_G) usually.has its outer maximum. Indeed we found a region 6 to 7fm where the result (2.6) is approximately channel radius independent 2 ) • In (2.6) k(R ) is related to the velocity of an alpha particle in particle of about 20 MeV.
To simplify the calculation we used (2.6), unless otherwise stated, at a channel radius R at the position of the outer maximum of jGNI 2 2 m (or IGI ). Then we have ,sz. = ) f/eY ( R-6-,J~<~)l for 216Po and 210Pb • -6 -f1,. is the reduced alpha particle mass. The energy E is the measured alpha decay energy plus the screening corrections as gi~en in ref. 7 ).
In Table 1 we give the parameters for several potentials. • ti)AL The. relative· rates r i for the decay to a particular daughter nucleus In are given by · .
The sums run over all possible angular momenta ..f , the sum in the denominator running also. over i'. ..
The sign is determined by the sign of GN (or G) at the nuclear surface.
The relative ratios are also calcul~;~.ted with the spectroscopic factor (2 .10 ). For this £2. has to be replaced by the corresponding S in (4.1) and (4.2).
The absolute values are calculated by formula (3.1).
The results for 212 Po are given in a different form: in Table 5 we listed the spectroscopic factors and the hindrance factors (reciprocal of S normalized to the ground state transition). In Fig. l 
5· 2. 212Po
It is when we come to the spectroscopic factors for 212 Po in Table 5 that we find striking differences between the old and new theory. In particular the considerable hindrance factors predicted for the second 0+
and second and third 2+ states are loweredby an order of' magnitude in the new theory. To understand this effect we plotted the reduced amplitudes of the old theory (Fig.l) and the new theory (Fig.2) for the first 0~ and second o; state. Obviously, the o; state has a configuration mixing which leads to destructive interference for the amplitude G in the nuclear surface. In the outer nuclear surface R > 7 fm this effect is still As far as the absolute decay widths are concerned, the new theory can reproduce the ground state decay width (see also ref.
2 )), the old theory falls short by two orders of magnitude. The ratio r-(18+,assumed to be the isomer at 2930keV)/ r (0~) comes out too large by a factor of 30 in the new theory and a factor of 150 in the old one. 
According to ref.
2 ) K(R,R_') is given in the form
~ 'c~ .. -
where -i runs over all sets of four p~ticles which contain at le~st one in ¢A occupied level. g1(R). is the overlap of a.p a.lpha 1 ,c\us:_er at R with the product of the four single particle functions.
From the structure of K.i it is clear that the error in N(R, R' )=('1-Ki:' );~~~ is positive semi-definite for the approximatign l) and negative sem,i:-definite fol;' 2). Therefore, the exact· spectrosc;opic factor has to be between the two approximate values -,
From the calculation of the approximate values and from (A2) we find S(exact) = S(approx.l)) (1 -0.05) ± 5%
(A3)
The error is probably smaller than 5rfo. The evaluation with formula (3.1)., yields a somewhat smaller difference between the two approximations.
As a generalization we employed (A3) for all 211 Po and 211 Bi transitions. Bi. 
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